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Abstract: 

It is widely acknowledged both that students experience learning difficulties when taught about 
the submicroscopic structural models that are central to the theoretical basis of modern 
chemistry, and that students commonly develop alternative conceptions in this topic. The present 
paper reviews the claim that learners commonly acquire an alternative conceptual framework 
for thinking about the molecular world from secondary school chemistry teaching. This 
conceptual framework is based around the notion that chemical processes are driven by the 
needs of atoms to fill their electron shells. This ‘full shells explanatory principle’ appears to be 
the core element around which students develop an understanding of chemical bonding, stability 
and ionisation, and what occurs during chemical reactions. That is, a range of common 
alternative conceptions can be seen to form part of a coherent way of making sense of teaching 
about chemistry at the submicroscopic scale. This octet alternative conceptual framework acts as 
an impediment to progression in learning chemistry. The paper outlines the conceptual 
framework as it was originally characterised in the English curriculum context, and reviews 
evidence from studies in other parts of the world that suggest that this alternative conceptual 
framework is a significant learning impediment in diverse educational contexts. The paper 
considers the nature, and likely origins, of this common core to student conceptions, and 
suggests that implicit knowledge elements, which inform student thinking at preconscious levels, 
are significant in the genesis of this way of thinking. Further research is needed to better 
understand the developing of student thinking about the molecular world, but our current 
understanding of the origins of ‘octet thinking’ among students indicates that common teaching 
approaches need to be modified.
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Introduction

This paper discusses learners’ thinking about chemistry at the submicroscopic level, that is, when 
they think about molecules, ions and atoms, and how they interact. Scientists, and in particular 
chemists, have extensive explanatory schemes relating to aspects of the structure and properties 
of materials, based upon the theoretical properties and behaviour of conjectured submicroscopic 
particles. Indeed, in learning chemistry beyond the most introductory level, talk of molecules, 
ions, electrons and so forth is ubiquitous, and there is a sense in which no one can be considered 
to understand chemistry as a modern science unless they appreciate at least some of this 
conceptual framework for the subject. 

It is widely accepted that learners develop alternative understandings of scientific topics, and a 
major strand of science education research for some decades has explored the nature and 
consequences of learners’ thinking for learning of the science presented in the curriculum (Duit, 
2009). This work has largely been carried out from a constructivist perspective (Gilbert, 1995; 
Glasersfeld, 1989; Sjøberg, 2010), where it is acknowledged that learning is largely an iterative 
and contingent process: what we (think we) know today is a major factor in what we can learn 
tomorrow. The outcomes of this body of research have variously been described in such terms as 
misconceptions, alternative conceptions, intuitive theories, and a range of other descriptors 
(Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Hammer, 1996; Pope & Denicolo, 1986). Some of this variation in 
terminology simply reflects researchers’ preferences, and some reflects very real differences in 
the reported status and nature of the ideas (Taber, 2009b). 

In 1998, the present author published a research report deriving from a doctoral study on 
‘Understanding Chemical Bonding’, claiming that learners’ ideas in this area appeared to make 
up an ‘alternative conceptual framework’, that is a largely coherent theory-like basis for thinking 
about aspects of chemistry (Taber, 1998, 1999a). Although my focal topic was chemical bonding, 
it was clear that this framework was used to think about related themes such as chemical 
reactions; chemical stability; and ionisation energies. The original research was an in-depth 
interview-based study with a modest number of ‘advanced level’ students (typically 16-19 year 
olds) studying chemistry in a Further Education College in England. However, following-up on 
the original findings, data has since been collected from more diverse samples of students, 
including some in different educational contexts; and this has offered evidence suggesting that 
the original findings were generalisable beyond both the original institution, and also the English 
educational system. This is important, as it suggests that the nature of the thinking uncovered in 
the original research was not largely due to a particular teaching approach, or a particular 
curriculum specification, but seems to reflect something more basic about the interaction 
between learners’ minds and the nature of the models presented in chemistry education.

In this paper I will:

• Set out the common alternative conceptual framework, and explain how 
it was derived from the original interview-study;

• Explain how this ‘octet’ framework is influential across a range of 
topics in chemistry, and therefore supports the development of a spread 
of ‘misconceptions’;

• Review some of the research suggesting this is a common conceptual 
framework, used by many students in different educational contexts;
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• Briefly review the ways in which learners are believed to develop 
‘alternative conceptions’; and suggest two likely sources of this 
common way of thinking about chemistry:
o Firstly, that this particular idea is a pedagogic learning impediment – 

that is, that part of the popularity of this alternative conceptual 
framework derives from the way chemistry is taught;

o Secondly, that, in part at least, the insidious nature of this way of 
thinking about chemistry reflects intuitive elements of cognition 
involved in preconscious thought.

• Finally, I will suggest what this research indicates about (a) teaching 
the submicroscopic concepts of science and (b) potentially fruitful areas 
for further research. 

The structure of the early sections of the chapter is ‘pedagogical’, rather than chronological, 
because it is believed this offers a better narrative for readers. The section entitled ‘A common 
alternative explanatory principle adopted by learners to make sense of chemistry’ introduces the 
key findings from an interview study undertaken with 16-19 year college students studying 
chemistry, concerning how they made sense of the chemical bonding concept (largely based on 
their prior school learning). In the English context, schooling is compulsory till age 16, and up to 
this point students follow a range of subjects. Students who wish to apply for university courses 
usually then study for two further years at ‘Advanced Level’, or A Level, selecting a smaller 
number of subjects. Most of the students in the original interview study were taking A Level 
Chemistry, alongside two other subjects that were chosen individually.

The following section, ‘An alternative framework for thinking about chemical stability, change 
and bonding’, is based upon the same study, but considers how the key ideas were applied and 
extended in a range of topics that students met during their college chemistry course. Then, the 
section entitled ‘Generalisability of the octet alternative conceptual framework’, explores other 
research that suggests that key aspects of the findings deriving from the original study apply to 
students learning chemistry in a range of contexts (and are not limited, for example, to English 
college students). This section includes discussion both of studies carried out by the present 
author and his colleagues, and of completely independent research that has reported similar 
findings. Some work that clearly predates the present author’s studies is included in this section 
(rather than earlier) to provide a more coherent review.  

Given the space limitations of the chapter, only outline details will be given of the contents of 
studies mentioned here. Readers are referred to the original published studies for details of 
samples, methodologies used and precise findings. The purpose here is simply to make the case 
that findings from a range of studies are providing an increasing evidence base for believing that 
there is a common way of thinking about chemistry that is acquired by students across different 
educational contexts. 

Research reports giving accounts of the thinking of others are necessarily reporting inferences 
drawing on data that has been interpreted during analysis. Thinking, ideas, conceptions, and 
other mental phenomena are only indirectly available to others through the way we represent our 
subjective experience (e.g., through speech, gesture, drawings etc), and must then be interpreted 
through the cognitive processes of those others for them to make sense of the representations. To 
aid readability, I have not always made these provisos explicit, but all references to the ideas, 
thinking etc., of my informants need to be understood as my reporting my interpretations of the 
data collected.
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A common alternative explanatory principle adopted by learners to make sense 
of chemistry

The claim made in the 1998 paper was that among the students interviewed for the study there 
was an adoption of a common explanatory principle, that chemical processes can be explained at 
the submicroscopic level in terms of atoms acting to acquire particular electronic configurations. 
An immediate complication is that students did not all use precisely the same terms, but could 
refer to atoms filling their shells or obtaining octets of outer electrons, or acquiring noble gas 
electronic configurations. The common feature was that students recognised that certain 
electronic arrangements had an inherent stability (a reasonable interpretation of teaching), and 
saw the ability to acquire these arrangements as a sufficient basis for explaining chemical 
processes (which, as will be explained, forms an inappropriate generalisation). 

Some of my informants were very generous with their time, allowing me to explore their ideas in 
a range of contexts, and as their thinking developed during their Advanced Level Chemistry 
course.  For example, one student (given the assumed name Tajinder) was interviewed over 
twenty times, often for well over an hour at a time, and provided the basis for a particularly 
detailed case study (Taber & Watts, 1997). From this extensive database it was possible to report 
on how Tajinder had demonstrated ‘manifold conceptions’, in having several alternative ways of 
thinking about chemical processes. So during his course Tajinder drew upon three distinct ways 
of explaining chemical bonding, and these appeared to make up a repertoire of explanatory 
principles that could be used as the basis of complementary explanations (Taber, 2000b). At the 
start of his course, one particular type of explanation dominated, which I labelled the ‘full shells 
explanatory principle’, i.e. that bonds formed to allow atoms to obtain full shells. During his 
course, as he learnt more chemistry, there was a shift and Tajinder increasingly tended to discuss 
chemistry instead in terms of the electrical interactions between molecules, ions, nuclei, 
electrons etc (Taber, 2001). However, even at the end of his course, Tajinder continued to use the 
full shells explanatory principle, if not as frequently as when he began his A level course. Indeed 
when we was re-interviewed some years later, his thinking demonstrated a reversion, so that 
explanations in terms of the needs of atoms to fill their shells once again dominated his answers 
(Taber, 2003a). 

In effect, Tajinder had entered the course with a commitment to a key idea he had acquired 
during school study; during the course he had shifted away from this idea to some extent, 
towards the more physical explanations (i.e., explanations based upon physical principles such as 
the attraction between opposite charges) given in his course; but the original conception was 
tenacious, and was the one he readily remembered some years after competing his course. 

Although each student interviewed had somewhat idiosyncratic thinking, all drew to some 
extent, and usually as a major theme in their thinking, on a version of the full-shells explanatory 
principle. In general terms, progression in learning for these students was in large part about 
moving beyond this particular way of thinking, to adopt more scientifically acceptable ideas 
relating to electrical forces, energy minima and orbital interactions (Taber, 1999b). 

That is: students entering the college chemistry course predominantly explained chemical 
bonding as being how atoms managed to fill their shells (or obtain octets of electrons or noble 
gas electronic configurations). Although students might use different terminology, they would 
generally see the same species as stable: so generally (besides period 1, hydrogen and helium) 
references to full shells meant atoms with an octet of outer electrons, even in period 3 and 
beyond where technically such shells are far from ‘full’. For the sake of a readable account, in 
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this chapter I will ignore individual differences in how students described the desired electron 
configurations, as generally ‘full shells’ and ‘octets’ and ‘noble gas structures’ may be 
understood as synonymous in the context of learners’ adoption of a ‘full-shells explanatory 
principle’ as the main driver for chemical processes.

So for these students, covalent bonds formed so that atoms could share electrons to give them full 
shells, and the ionic bond was the transfer of an electron from a metal atom to a non-metal atom, 
to form ions with full outer shells. Typical understanding may be summarised below (Figure 1):

Figure 1: A bonding dichotomy: Student conceptualisation of the nature 
and purposes of chemical bonding

This outlines the typical understanding students brought from their school studies, and which 
formed the starting point for understanding presentations of chemistry at the submicroscopic 
level that they met in their advanced (post-school) studies. 

Covalent bonding as electron sharing

The notion that covalent bonding is the ‘sharing’ of electrons is not necessarily an alternative 
conception: chemists themselves often talk in this way. ‘Sharing’ is in effect a metaphor, but 
among chemists has become a ‘dead’ metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999): one that through 
familiarity and convention has become adopted as an accepted label. For chemists the notion of 
sharing stands for how an electron pair can bind two atomic cores through the electrical 
interactions between positive and negative electrical charges; or implies that the shared electrons 
are understood to be placed in a bonding molecular orbital conceptualised to be formed by the 
overlap of atomic orbitals. 

However, for students in the early stages of this study, sharing electrons formed a bond as it 
allowed the shared electrons to be counted in the valence shells of both of the sharing atoms, and 
so allowed these atoms to be said to have full shells. That was considered both the reason for the 
bond forming, and for why it acted as a bond. The students held an alternative conception that 
the covalent bond formed and held atoms together in molecules because sharing of electrons 
allowed them to fill their shells. Students commonly considered electron sharing as a sufficient 
explanation of bonding, and so did not think in terms of electrical interactions.

Anthropomorphic nature of chemical bonding

As students generally did not consider the physical forces acting when bonds formed, nor 
conceptualise the bond in terms of an energy minimum - an equilibrium arrangement where 
attractive and repulsive forces balanced – their explanations of chemical bonding were 

Covalent bonding Ionic bonding

Forms between non-metallic elements Forms between metallic and non-
metallic elements

Due to sharing of electrons between 
atoms…

Due to transfer of electrons between 
atoms…

…so that atoms have full shells of 
electrons

…to give ions with full shells of 
electrons
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anthropomorphic in nature (Taber, 1998). They referred to atoms wanting or needing to fill their 
shells, and forming bonds so that they could do so. In other words, in the absence of considering 
any physical mechanism (such as the force of attraction between a nucleus on one atom, and an 
electron on a different atom), students talked as if atoms were sentient actors in the world. The 
way students described this was as if atoms were aware that they did not have full shells, desired 
full shells, and actively did something about it!

My interviewees were students in post-compulsory education and had achieved good grades in 
their school examinations, and I was rather surprised to find students apparently using 
anthropomorphic explanations of atomic behaviour without any apparent sense that this was only 
a metaphorical description. This was a feature I followed-up in some interviews. I found some 
students seemed happy to talk extensively of the feelings and experiences of atoms without any 
sense of this being inappropriate or sub-optimal as part of a scientific explanation. Other students 
seemed to acknowledge this must be a metaphoric form of description, but without this 
necessarily suggesting to them that it may be an inadequate one (Taber & Watts, 1996/2005).

An alternative conceptual framework for ionic bonding

When asked about ionic bonding, it was found that for most students, the most salient idea was 
that of an electron transfer between atoms (Taber, 1994, 1997, 1998). Indeed, for most students, 
this hypothetical electron transfer event was seen as the ionic bond (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Students commonly identify a chemically unlikely electron 
transfer between isolated atoms as being the ionic bond

This conceptualisation of the ionic bond tended to result in a way of thinking about ionic 
structures at odds with the models of science. This was described in terms of an alternative 
‘molecular’ framework for ionic bonding (Taber, 1994), with four common features:

• The presence of molecules or molecule-like entities: that ion pairs (or 
other units in more complex cases) formed by electron transfer exist as 
identifiable structural units in ionic lattices;

• The history conjecture: that an ionic bond only exists between ions that 
have experienced an electron transfer event together;

• The valency conjecture: that an atom can only form as many ionic 
bonds as the number of electrons it is able to donate or accept in 
forming an ion with a full outer shell;

• The ‘just forces’ conjecture: that there are two types of interaction in 
the ionic lattice, ionic bonds (where electron transfer has occurred) and 
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just forces between adjacent ions that are not bonded through having 
experienced electron transfer.

These ideas form a coherent conceptual framework:

1. Defining the ionic bond as an electron transfer event leads to the history conjecture;

2. The history conjecture implies the valency conjecture;

3. This implies the presence of discrete molecular units such as ion-pairs within the lattice;

4. Which requires the ‘just forces’ conjecture to explain why the molecular units form a lattice.

When shown an image of a slice in an ionic lattice, showing a symmetrical arrangement of ions 
(similar to that shown in Figure 3), some students were very happy to nominate which ions were 
bonded together through having been involved in electron transfer, and so to assign ions to 
discrete units within the structure.

Figure 3: When shown an image of an ionic lattice (left hand image), some 
students will happily nominate pairs of ions as being bonded together, but 

only attracted to other equally close counter ions by weaker forces – 
conceptualising the structure as containing discrete molecule-like entities 

(right-hand image).

So, in effect, for many students, the ionic solid is conceptualised much like a molecular solid 
such as sulphur or dry ice, with strong bonds within the molecular units, and weaker inter-
molecular forces holding these units together. Such a model of ionic solids is unhelpful, as it 
does not explain the strength of the lattice, or the solubility of salts (as students tend to think that 
ion-pairs are the solvated species).

Student thinking about metallic bonding

In the English interview study it was found that students generally had strong commonalities in 
their thinking about both covalent and ionic bonds, tending to think of bonding primarily in 
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terms of the bonding dichotomy presented above (Figure 1). When students were asked about 
metallic bonding, they tended to demonstrate more variety in their thinking, with their ideas 
described as one of the following alternatives (Taber, 2003b):

• there is no bonding in metals; 
• there is some form of bonding in metals, but not proper bonding; 
• metals have covalent and/or ionic bonding; 
• metals have metallic bonding, which is a sea of electrons.

Some students were aware of the ‘sea of electrons’ model of metallic structure; yet, again, 
student thinking did not tend to be primarily in term of electrical interactions, and the metaphoric 
nature of the ‘sea’ was not always appreciated. Some students drew metallic structures with vast 
excesses of electrons, reflecting the notion of metallic atomic cores as islands in the electron sea, 
but ignoring the need for electrical neutrality.

Some students who could not see how metal atoms could have full outer shells in a metal (their 
key criterion for a chemical bond) did not think metals had any kind of bonding, or at least not 
full chemical bonds. Others, however, considered the bonding to be ionic (with electrons donated 
to the lattice, allowing the metal cations stripped of valence electrons to have full shells) or in 
some way at least like ionic or covalent bonding. Some students were prepared to consider that 
the bond was a dynamic process, so that as the sea of electrons moved around, metal cores could 
be considered to have full shells at least part of the time. These various schemes allowed the 
students to make sense of why solid metals might have been formed by atoms that were trying to 
obtain full electron shells. 

An alternative framework for thinking about chemical stability, change and 
bonding

In the interview study, each student’s ideas were explored in depth, and each demonstrated 
variations in the examples they used, and how they explained different types of chemical 
structure. However, there was enough commonality to propose that there was a common 
conceptual framework of ideas that was widely adopted by students. The conceptual framework, 
the octet framework, is not then meant as a set pattern that students demonstrate in all its details, 
but a model of the common features of students’ thinking, many of which were found across 
most of those interviewed (Gilbert & Watts, 1983).  This degree of commonality is perhaps not 
surprising given that there is a logical coherence to many of these ideas. That is, if one starts 
from the propositions that atoms (i) need to obtain full shells, and (ii) will act accordingly, then a 
particular way of making sense of the molecular world follows. 

Extending notions of bonding

At the start of their course, the interviewees all knew about ionic and covalent bonding, and 
perhaps something about metallic bonding, but not to extend the concept of chemical bonding 
beyond that. During their college course, students learnt about bond polarity, dative bonding, 
hydrogen bonding, bonds in transition metal complexes, solvation/hydration, and induced-dipole 
– permanent dipole, and induced-dipole – induced dipole interactions. Much of this challenged 
their existing conceptions about the nature of chemical bonding, and can be considered to be at 
least partially responsible for shifts in their thinking (Taber, 2001). 
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Polar bonding

In college level chemistry, students are taught that covalent and ionic bonds are in effect models 
of ideal cases, and that in most compounds bonding is best understood as intermediate between 
covalent and ionic bonding. The metallic or non-metallic nature of elements is not taught as a 
dichotomy, but in terms of the electronegativity scale, and it follows that ionic-covalent 
represents a continuum, with bonds found at different points along the dimension. However, for 
students who already understand bonding in terms of the ionic-covalent dichotomy, the 
conceptual change needed to see bonding instead in terms of a continuum proves to be a difficult 
shift – perhaps in part because it requires adopting a rather different type of ontology of bonding 
(Taber, 2008b), when research suggests that adjusting aspects of personal ontologies may be 
something many students find problematic (Chi, 1992). 

In the interview study it was found that students were open to accepting a category of polar 
bond, but saw this as a distortion of, and/or subtype of covalent bond (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Student conceptual change on learning about bond polarity

In part, the tendency to see polar bonds as distorted covalent bonds reflects the full shells 
explanatory principle as the common starting point for thinking about bonding. When thinking in 
terms of an electrical model (as presented in the college curriculum), the bond can be considered 
as an electron pair found between two atomic cores, and which may be completely at one side 
(ionic), evenly shared (covalent) or, more often, somewhere in between (polar). However, the 
notion of polar bonding does not readily follow from the full shells explanatory principle, so - 
for students who consider an atom’s needs to fill its shells as the driving force for chemical 
processes - teaching about bond polarity is interpreted as a secondary electrical perturbation, 
superimposed on the basic template of a covalent bond. This is not an explicit decision (Pozo & 
Gómez-Crespo, 2005), but simply how teaching is interpreted in terms of the existing conceptual 
framework: given the starting point (i.e. Figure 4a, understood as how atoms achieve full shells), 
learners interpret new teaching to form a hybrid mental model (Gilbert, Osborne, & Fensham, 
1982).

Intermolecular bonding

Although the strongest bonds in chemistry tend to be those related to the ionic, covalent and 
metallic models, there are other interactions that are also very important. These include the 
interactions that allow solvation to occur, so that for example NaCl, with strong ionic bonds, is 
readily dissolved in the polar solvent water. Similarly, sulphur, wax and iodine are solids at 
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temperatures where at least one substance with metallic bonding (mercury) is a fluid. The 
molecules in sulphur, wax and iodine are held together by van der Waals’ forces; that is, forces 
due to transient fluctuating dipoles in neutral molecules. 

Students who have developed a way of thinking akin to the octet framework tend to think that 
chemical bonds are formed to allow atoms to achieve full shells, and so various types of dipole-
dipole forces (whether due to permanent or transient dipoles) are therefore not considered to be 
types of chemical bonds. Whilst to some extent professional chemists also tend to distinguish 
strong chemical bonds from these weaker interactions, they recognise that (a) these different 
types of interactions can have overlapping ranges of ‘strength’; (b) intermolecular bonding can 
be highly significant; (c) chemical phenomena are complex, and often several types of 
interactions can be considered to be operating simultaneously. In contrast, students tend to make 
a sharp distinction between (i) what they see as proper chemical bonds that can be explained in 
terms of the full-shells explanatory principle, and (ii) other effects which are ‘just forces’.

Hydrogen bonding 

Hydrogen bonding is a particular case in point, as hydrogen bonding features as an important 
type of interaction in advanced chemistry courses – for example explaining the high melting/
boiling temperature of water (as well as several other important hydrides), and its low density as 
a solid; and having a significant role in the structure of proteins and nucleic acids. Indeed, 
students interviewed in the English study had often met hydrogen bonds in their biology lessons 
before they were taught about this type of bonding in chemistry classes. 

Hydrogen bonds cannot be explained in terms of the full-shells explanatory principle, as the 
atoms involved are already formally bonded, and so from such a perspective there is no reason 
why an oxygen atom, for example, which already has a full shell, would share a non-bonding 
electron pair with a hydrogen atom, which also already has a full shell of electrons.  In the 
English study it was found that when some students came across ‘hydrogen bonds’ in their 
biology lessons, they simply assumed this was a reference to covalent bond involving hydrogen, 
and so misconstrued what the hydrogen bond was in the structures being discussed (Taber, 
1998). The label ‘bond’, and the significant role in holding structures together, was construed in 
terms of their existing notion of what counts as a bond.

Implications of the ownership of electrons

The anthropomorphic way of thinking and talking about atoms led some students to consider 
electrons to permanently belong to specific atoms (Taber, 1998). This certainly played a part in 
thinking about ionic structures in molecular terms: two ions were considered bonded by their 
history, as the anion included an electron that actually belonged to the cation. Indeed, this was 
sometimes understood as a temporary arrangement, so it was suggested that in a double 
decomposition (precipitation) reaction there would be a phase where a previous electron transfer 
was reversed, so that a new electron transfer could take place to form new ionic bonds (Taber, 
2002b).

Some students did not feel that the electrons in a covalent bond would be equally attracted to 
both nuclei, as (they argued) a nucleus would exert more force on its own electron. On bond 
fission, it was then expected that each electron would return to its own atom. The influence of 
this way of thinking appeared to even be retained on learning about orbital models of atoms and 
molecules, so that a student considered that the atoms retained their own hybridised atomic 
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orbitals in the molecule despite knowing that those atomic orbitals are considered to have been 
recombined into molecular orbitals (Taber, 2005).  

Figure 5: The octet framework – an alternative conceptual framework 
comprising a network of ideas built around a core alternative conception 

Stability of chemical species

The full-shells explanatory principle is based around the stability of certain electronic 
configurations. This reflects the ‘octet’ rule, which is a useful heuristic for predicting stable 
molecules and ions. However, students commonly find the idea that full shells are stable to be 
especially attractive, and so over-generalise the rule.  So students would commonly consider a 
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neutral sodium atom to be less stable than a Na+ cation, because the latter has a full outer shell of 
electrons, an octet structure. Such a judgement is unhelpful in the absence of a chemical context. 
It was found that most students thought that once an electron was removed from a sodium atom 
it would not be able to return, because the ion had a stable electronic configuration. Indeed the 
students commonly thought that a sodium-seven-minus ion (Na7-) with an electronic 
configuration of 2.8.8 would be more stable than a sodium atom (Taber, 1998).

Perceptions of chemical reactions

A final area where ‘octet thinking’ seems significant is how students think about chemical 
reactions and what changes in chemical change. Not only do students commonly think that 
bonds form to allow atoms to obtain full shells, but many also suggest that this is the driving 
force for chemical reactions (Taber, 1998). So for many students, chemical reactions occur to 
allow atoms to fill their shells. Of course, this means making an assumption of initial atomicity – 
such as in thinking about the formation of ionic compounds, where it is assumed the reactants 
are composed of isolated metal and non-metal atoms. The commitment to an assumption of 
initial atomicity can be sufficient to lead to students ignoring available information that should 
make it clear that in most reactions the reactants as well as the products comprise of species that 
already have stable electrical configurations.

Generalisability of the octet alternative conceptual framework

The octet framework (see Figure 5) was initially developed as a model to describe common 
aspects of student thinking deriving from an interview-based study that probed into the 
understanding of chemical bonding and related topics, working with student volunteers studying 
chemistry in a single Further Education college in England (Taber, 1998). These students showed 
common ways of thinking about chemistry from early in their college course. As the College 
took students from a range of schools in the local area, and the interview sample had not been 
taught school chemistry by the same teachers, it seemed unlikely the common features of student 
thinking could be put down to an idiosyncratic teaching approach. However, it is clearly a major 
jump to assume that findings from students in one institution can be unproblematically 
generalised nationally, or perhaps even globally. 

However, there is strong evidence to suggest that at least some aspects of the octet framework 
are common features of student thinking in various institutional and national contexts. This 
evidence consists of:

a) how aspects of the findings of the English interview study reflected findings by other 
researchers in other educational contexts;

b) more recent studies in various national contexts have reported findings which seem to reflect 
aspects of the octet frameworks;

c) probes set up to test-out some specific aspects of the findings in the English study (Taber, 
2000a) have suggested that some aspects of thinking that are part of the octet framework are 
well-represented among other student groups, both in the UK and beyond. 

The latter strand of evidence was in particular supported by the Royal Society of Chemistry’s 
‘Challenging Chemical Misconceptions’ project (Taber, 2002b) to provide classroom tools for 
teachers to diagnose student misconceptions (Taber, 2002a). This provided the opportunity to 
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enrol classroom teachers who would use diagnostic probes (some especially written for the RSC 
project) with their own classes. In this way it was possible to test-out the popularity of ideas 
elicited in the original interview study in a range of schools and colleges in different parts of the 
UK.

Some of these probes have since been used to survey groups of students studying chemistry in 
other countries, or in the case of one of the probes, as the starting point for developing a new 
instrument that was then applied in various national contexts. Space here does not allow an 
extensive review of all relevant studies, but hopefully will allow the presentation of sufficient 
evidence to make the case that the octet framework seems to reflect aspects of student thinking 
about chemistry at the submicroscopic level across curriculum, national and language contexts.

Anthropomorphism and atoms

The octet framework is based around being able to explain chemical processes in terms of the 
needs (wants, desires) of atoms. Whilst chemists, and teachers, may use this kind of language, 
they are aware it ‘stands for’ underlying physical processes (e.g. electrical interactions). In the 
English study (Taber, 1998) it was found that the 16-19 year old students spoke as though the 
needs of atoms could be a sufficient basis for explaining chemical processes.

This reflects the earlier findings of Griffiths and Preston (1992) who had interviewed students of 
the same age in Canada, and who reported that over half of their sample thought that atoms were 
‘alive’. In a study with US undergraduates studying chemistry, Nicoll (2001, p. 715) reported 
that “it was noted throughout the course of the interviews and analysis that students ascribed 
sentience to atoms and molecules. Students continually referred to atoms ‘wanting’ electrons; to 
‘happy’, stable molecules; and to atoms ‘seeking out’ electrons”. She noted that “it was difficult 
to determine whether students in this study actually did believe that the atoms and molecules 
were animate, or whether they were simply using the analogies that their teachers had given 
them” (p. 715). Nicoll offered the example of 

“Mellissa, a freshman in general chemistry for science and engineering majors, 
stated, for example, ‘. . . you have your noble gases that have that full octet: 
they’re happy’. … she did not give any further explanation of all the orbitals 
being full, stability, or paired electrons. Rather, her complete explanation was 
that they were ‘happy’” (p. 715)

In a more recent study undertaken with Turkish Year 11 students, Ünal and colleagues (Ünal, 
Coştu, & Ayas, 2010) reported students explaining chemical bonding in terms of the ‘needs’ of 
atoms to full their shells. Research undertaken with Swedish high school students has also found 
them using anthropomorphic accounts of atoms wanting or needing to obtain full electron shells 
(see the contribution by Taber & Adbo, this volume). 

Covalent bonding as electron sharing

Chemists commonly use the metaphor of a covalent bond being a shared pair of electrons, but in 
the English interview study (Taber, 1998), the 16-19 year olds students commonly thought that 
this was a sufficient definition of a covalent bond (as sharing electrons allowed atoms to obtain 
full shells). This was reflected in a case study of an Australian grade 11 student, where Harrison 
and Treagust (2000) report the student telling them that “the atoms in a covalent bond share 
electrons so that each atom has a full outer shell” (p. 369).  
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Coll and Treagust (2001) report an interview study with Australian students at different levels, 
and reported that “learners view covalent bonding as the sharing of electrons, with the secondary 
school and undergraduate learners relating this specifically to the octet rule of full shell stability” 
(p. 369). The two postgraduate students interviewed in this study also referred to covalent 
bonding in terms of electron sharing, although this was one among several models used. In 
similar research carried out in Australasia (Aotearoa / New Zealand and Australia), Coll and 
Taylor (2009) interviewed students at three levels. They reported that the explanations of 
covalent bonding of secondary students were based on ideas of sharing electrons and the octet 
rule. Coll and Taylor also found that undergraduate and postgraduate students talked in terms of 
atoms sharing electrons. They reported an undergraduate chemistry student referring to how in 
an iodine molecule, the atoms would “quite happily share with each other” (p. 180), and a post-
graduate chemistry student talking of how a hydrogen atom “needs two” electrons “to fill its 
valence shell” where other atoms “need eight” (p. 181) - although these students also had more 
scientific models available to think about the chemistry. In their Turkish study, Ünal and 
colleagues (Ünal et al., 2010) report Year 11 students also talking of the sharing of electrons as a 
sufficient basis to explain the covalent bond.

Ionic bonding as electron transfer

In the English interview study, it was found that students associated ionic bonding with electron 
transfer between atoms, leading to molecule-like entities (ion-pairs in the case of NaCl) within 
the lattice (Taber, 1998). This reflected earlier research by Butts and Smith (1987) in Australia, 
who interviewed Year 12 chemistry students and found 10 (out of 26 interviewees) referred to 
molecules of NaCl. These authors found few of their interviewees had a conventional 
understanding of the ionic bonding between ions in the lattice. 

A diagnostic instrument, developed on the basis of student comments in the English interview 
study, was administered by class teachers to UK secondary school students (14-16 year olds), 
and Advanced level students (16-19 year-olds). It was found that students commonly agreed with 
statements based on the ‘molecular’ framework for thinking about ionic bonding: molecules 
being formed; and ions having ionic bonds only where electron transfer was considered to have 
occurred, and interacting with other neighbouring counter ions just through forces (not chemical 
bonds). The overall results suggested that many students tended to hold a mixture of ‘molecular’ 
and target ideas, with some evidence of progression from school to college level study, 
especially among classes who had been taught the topic at Advanced level. However, even 
among these students some aspects of the alternative framework were popular (Taber, 1997). 

A version of the diagnostic instrument used in the UK study (Taber, 2002a), was translated to 
produce Greek and Turkish versions. It was found that first year university students in both these 
national contexts commonly judged true statements based on the alternative molecular 
framework for ionic bonding, although the patterns of response did vary between the three 
national contexts (Taber, Tsaparlis, & Nakiboğlu, 2012).

In their Australasian study, Coll and Taylor (2009) reported students appreciating the electrical 
nature of ionic bonding, although they also report students associating ionic bonding with 
electron transfer. They reported one secondary student describing ionic bonding as “where they 
donate electrons and receive electrons” (p. 179), and a reference to a sodium atom that ‘prefers’ 
to lose an electron (p. 180). In a study carried out in New Zealand, Coll and Treagust (2003) 
reported that, among secondary level students they interviewed, the octet rule was seen as the 
sole driving force for the formation of ionic bonding, with electron transfer as its consequence. 
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In a review of student answers on the Israeli matriculation examination taken by 17-18 year olds, 
Levy Nahum and colleagues (Levy Nahum, Hofstein, Mamlok-Naaman, & Bar-Dov, 2004) 
found examples of references to sodium chloride consisting of two ions, and comparisons of the 
strength of forces between molecules in sodium chloride and potassium iodide. In their study 
undertaken with Turkish Year 11 students, Ünal and colleagues (Ünal et al., 2010) reported 
students talking about ionic bonds in terms of electron transfer, and one of the interviewees they 
quote explicitly referred to how this would form a molecule. 

An octet criterion of chemical bonding - metallic bonding 

In the UK interview study, the purpose of chemical bonding was seen by students as allowing 
atoms to have complete shells of electrons (Taber, 1998), so students either did not consider 
metallic bonding as chemical bonding, or tried to explain it in terms of covalent or ionic bonding 
types that made sense to them in terms of atoms achieving full shells (Taber, 2003b). 

Coll and Taylor (2009) reported that in their Australasian interview study, some of the secondary 
students tried to make sense of metallic bonding in terms of the octet rule, and the formation of 
covalent bonds. One of the post-graduate chemistry students they interviewed admitted to not 
actually thinking of there being bonding in metals. Acar and Tarhan (2008) reported a study 
undertaken with 9th grade (15 year-old) students in Turkey where an intervention group learning 
about metallic bonding were found to demonstrate lower levels of common misconceptions after 
teaching than a control group. Among the control group, students were found to demonstrate 
high levels of misconceptions that

• the bonding in metals was ionic bonding; or, the bonding in metals was 
like ionic bonding;

•  the bonding in metals was covalent bonding;
• there were weak forces (rather than chemical bonding) holding a metal 

together.
These various alternative conceptions were found at levels in a range from about a quarter to 
over three fifths of the control group (but at much lower levels in the intervention group).

An octet criterion of chemical bonding - polar bonding

In the English interview study it was found that rather than seeing polar bonding as intermediate 
between the extreme case of the ionic and covalent models of bonding (a perspective taught in 
the college chemistry course, and sensible when bonding is considered primarily as an electrical 
interaction), the English students tended to see bonding as in essence either ionic or covalent 
(understood in terms of the two distinct mechanisms for atoms completing shells), with polar 
bonding seen as a sub-category of the covalent case.  

Prior to the English interview study, Peterson, Treagust and Garnett had reported a study with 
secondary students in South Australia where it was found that over a fifth of Year 12, and a third 
of Year 11 students “held misconceptions relating to bond polarity which indicated confusion 
regarding the unequal sharing and position of the electron pair in many covalent bonds…[and 
had not] not considered the influence of electronegativity and the resultant unequal sharing of the 
electron pair on bond polarity” (Peterson, Treagust, & Garnett, 1986, pp. 44-45). A more recent 
study using the same methodology among undergraduate students in Brunei found that about a 
third “had the misconception that equal sharing of electron pair occurs in all covalent [sic] 
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bonds” (Topper, 1990, p. 41). In their study undertaken with Turkish Year 11 students, Ünal and 
colleagues (Ünal et al., 2010) reported some of their interviewees discussing two types of 
covalent bond, with those formed between two atoms of the same type (i.e., same element) and 
polar bonds, which was simply the term used for covalent bonds formed between two different 
non-metal atoms. 

An octet criterion of chemical bonding - hydrogen bonding

Students in the UK interview study tended to limit their category of chemical bonding to those 
cases where bonding clearly enabled atoms to have full shells. Some students understood 
hydrogen bonding as a type of chemical bonding, but only because they interpreted the hydrogen 
bond as simply a covalent bond involving hydrogen (Taber, 1998). Similarly Henderleiter and 
colleagues (Henderleiter, Smart, Anderson, & Elian, 2001) reported from a study with US 
university students that during interviews some undergraduates “confused hydrogen bonding 
with a covalent bond between hydrogen and some other atom” (p. 1128).

Levy Nahum and colleagues (Levy Nahum et al., 2004) report an interview with a student who 
initially appeared to have a sound understanding of hydrogen bonding, but who on probing 
offered a confused account, and at one point indicated the O-H bond in a diagram of a water 
molecule as a hydrogen bond. One of the year 11 Turkish students quoted in Ünal and 
colleagues’ (Ünal et al., 2010) study explained that there was “no difference” between a covalent 
and hydrogen bond, except in the latter case one of the atoms bonded was hydrogen, so that the 
hydrogen bond in HCl was a covalent bond (p. 19).

Inherent stability of species with full shells

A key aspect of student thinking in the UK interview study was that species with ‘full’ valance 
electron shells (usually actually octets of electrons) had an inherent stability (Taber, 1998). This 
finding was followed up through the development of a set of diagnostic probes asking students to 
compare the stability of related species (Taber, 2002a). When students from a range of 
institutions completed these probes, they commonly ascribed stability to chemically unlikely 
species, such as Na7-, Be6-, C4+, C4- and Cl11-. Something like half of the students surveyed, 
thought that excited chlorine atoms with an outer-shell octet (i.e. configurations 1.8.8 or 2.7.8) 
would be more stable than the ground state (2.8.7) atom (Taber, 2009a).

This notion that full shells or octets have some inherent stability influences the way students 
think about ionisation processes. Students demonstrate a number of common alternative 
conceptions about ionisation energy, suggesting they do not readily appreciate the basic electrical 
principles scientists use to think about atoms. In particular, some students suggest that ionisation 
will occur spontaneously to give a species with a full shell (Taber, 2009a), and/or that once an 
ion with a full shell is produced, no further ionisation would be possible. In their Australasian 
study, Coll and Taylor (2009) report one postgraduate chemistry student describing how a 
sodium atom ‘prefers’ to lose an electron (p. 180).

A diagnostic probe was prepared to explore student conceptions of this topic, and completed by 
students in various institutions, demonstrating that alternative conceptions found in the UK 
interview study were common among students in other schools and colleges (Taber, 1999c, 
2002b, 2003c). Daniel Tan and colleagues based in Singapore took this instrument as the starting 
point for developing a two-tier multiple-choice instrument (Treagust, 1988) to explore student 
understanding of the topic of ionisation energy (Tan, Taber, Goh, & Chia, 2005), a process that 
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involves cycles of interviewing students. It was found that the alternative conceptions identified 
among UK students were reflected in a large sample of Singapore students taking chemistry at 
the same (Advanced) level (Taber & Tan, 2007). The same instrument (translated as appropriate) 
was also used to collect data from students in several other national contexts (Spain, China, New 
Zealand and the USA), and again it was found that students in these contexts commonly 
demonstrate alternative conceptions based on the octet framework (Tan et al., 2008). It was also 
found that graduates preparing to be chemistry teachers in Singapore commonly demonstrated 
the same ideas (Tan & Taber, 2009).

Driving force for chemical reactions

In the original interview study, English students suggested that chemical reactions took place so 
that atoms could obtain full electron shells (Taber, 1998). A classroom probe was prepared 
asking students why hydrogen reacted with fluorine (Taber, 2002a). Despite the students being 
given a formulae equation for the reaction (i.e. showing that the reactants were H2 and F2), 
students commonly ‘explained’ the reaction in terms of the needs of the hydrogen and fluorine 
atoms to fill their shells (Taber, 2002b) – even after being taught chemical ideas about why 
reactions occur (based on thermodynamics, bond enthalpies and the like). Interviews with 
Swedish high school students have also found students explaining that reactions occur because 
atoms look to complete their outer electron shells (see the contribution by Taber & Adbo, this 
volume). 

The origin of the alternative conceptual framework

The octet framework was developed as a model based on an interview study in one context, and 
it is important to acknowledge that although (as the previous section shows) elements of the 
framework appear to be demonstrated by students in various national contexts, there has not any 
research specifically designed to replicate the findings of the English study as a whole. Despite 
this, there is a strong case for considering that ideas about atoms striving to fill their shells being 
the main driver for chemical processes seems to act as a common core to student thinking at 
upper secondary, college and even university level in a range of educational contexts. 

It is possible to suggest several potential origins for the alternative conceptions that students 
develop (Andersson, 1986; Claxton, 1993; Gilbert et al., 1982; Hammer, 1996; Smith, diSessa, 
& Roschelle, 1993; Solomon, 1987; Talanquer, 2006), although in reality these different factors 
are likely to interact (Taber, 2009b). One source of such conceptions is the way people 
intuitively make sense of the physical world in which they live. So, for example, the common 
conception that a force is needed to maintain movement, would seem to be an intuitive idea 
based on abstraction of experience of moving objects in the physical world (McCloskey, 1983). 
According to diSessa (1993), a good many alternative conceptions that have been found in 
physics topics would seem to derive from the application of intuitive knowledge elements that 
seem to reflect the brain’s natural tendency to abstract patterns from experience of the world.

Another source of alternative conceptions is the wealth of cultural ideas that are communicated 
informally through family, friends, media etc (Solomon, 1987). The cultural origins of such ideas 
will be reflected in their incidence in different contexts (Brewer, 2008). So notions that getting 
wet can lead to catching cold, and that sitting under a certain type of tree can lead to getting 
pregnant, tend to be common in different populations. Other ideas derive from the way 
individuals interpret linguistic cues, or form their own analogical links between what they are 
told and already know. The expectation that neutralisation necessarily leads to a neutral product 
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may be an example of how a common alternative conception can form in this way (Schmidt, 
1991). Annie, who interpreted the ‘+’ and ‘-‘ symbols used to show ionic charge as indicating 
deviation from full shells (so that ‘+’ meant one electron more than a full shell) represents a 
more idiosyncratic example (Taber, 1995).

The role of curriculum and teaching in encouraging the octet framework

The theoretical world of molecules, ions and electrons is not directly available to learners, so 
alternative conceptions are unlikely to be formed either by direct abstraction from experience, 
nor by acquiring folk-knowledge (as talk about molecular structure and the like is seldom part of 
everyday life-world discourse). The example of Annie acquiring an idiosyncratic understanding 
of an aspect of chemists’ model of the molecular world should not surprise us: students learn 
about the unfamiliar by interpreting teaching through their existing repertoire of knowledge and 
ideas. Another student I worked with spoke of atoms with electron shields, having apparently 
misheard electron shells as an alternative term that made sense to him.

However the existence of a very common alternative conceptual framework based on the needs 
and behaviours of atoms does present a problem. At present there is limited definitive research to 
explain the origins of the octet framework as a common core to student thinking about chemistry 
at the submicroscopic level. After having worked on this issue for some years, my hypothesis 
about this is two-fold. 

In part, I consider teaching models and approaches partially to blame. Whilst the full-shells 
explanatory principle is not a valid one, many introductory school chemistry text books can be 
quite easily read as implying that bonds form so that atoms can fill their shells. Unfortunately 
school chemistry seldom offers a viable explanation for why chemical reactions occur, so the 
octet rule seems to be adopted as an explanatory principle to fill the ‘explanatory vacuum’ (see 
also my work with Karina Adbo reported in this volume). Schematics representing bond 
formation often seem to imply that compounds are formed by the reaction of atomised elements 
(an isolated carbon atom reacts with four nascent hydrogen atoms, not two hydrogen molecules). 
Figures showing electron transfer (cf. Figure 2) are presented when discussing the ionic bond, 
despite such figures having little relevance to the formation of ionic compounds. Teachers may 
use anthropomorphic language when discussing chemical processes, something research 
suggests makes many students more receptive to abstract topics (Day, Sammons, & Gu, 2008). 
The work of Daniel Tan with his graduate trainee chemistry teachers even suggests that in some 
cases teachers themselves hold the alternative conceptions, so are presumably teaching flawed 
ideas to their classes in good faith (Taber & Tan, 2011).

Chemical p-prims?: The role of implicit knowledge elements in developing the full shells explanatory 
principle

However - even if it transpires that chemistry teachers worldwide are commonly teaching 
generations of students according to the octet alternative conceptual framework - that cannot be 
the whole story. Given that the curriculum generally offers more scientifically accurate models as 
target knowledge, there must be some reason why qualified chemistry teachers continue to teach 
in ways that lead to many of their students acquiring alternative conceptions about such core 
chemical concepts as bonding, stability, and chemical change. 

This would seem to be that some of these alternative ideas must be intuitively appealing. 
Although we would not expect students to directly develop intuitions about the world at the scale 
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of molecules and ions (indeed, we know such ideas are counterintuitive for many learners), when 
students do meet atoms, molecules and the like in school science, their existing implicit 
knowledge of the world acts as the cognitive resource for making sense of the unfamiliar 
molecular realm. That is, students already have implicit knowledge elements that although not 
‘about’ atoms and molecules, are cued in the context of being taught about the existence of these 
submicroscopic entities (Brown & Hammer, 2008). 

This is conjecture, but not pure speculation. Two of the common alternative conceptions about 
ionisation that seem to have appeal across national contexts would seem to be good candidates 
here. The notion that ‘full’ shells, with their symmetry, might be especially stable, and the way 
students understand nuclear force to be shared among valance electrons seems to both reflect 
common patterns that can be abstracted from wide experience in the world (Taber & Tan, 2007). 

The work of diSessa and colleagues have uncovered many potential candidates for such intuitive 
knowledge elements, labelled as phenomenological primitives or p-prims, that are likely 
abstracted from common experience of the world and come to be applied to understand (or 
misunderstand) physical principles (diSessa, 1983, 1993; Smith et al., 1993). These p-prims are 
considered to be domain independent, and so should provide conceptual resources for making 
sense of all topics regardless of disciplinary boundaries. Certainly Andersson (1986) has 
proposed that a common intuitive knowledge element about the way agents bring about actions 
when changes occur in the world could act as a common core to learners conceptions across 
science. 

To date there has been limited research to develop this perspective in chemistry education. 
However, analysis of interviews into students’ explanations of basic physical and chemical 
changes carried out by Alejandra García Franco has suggested a number of possible candidates 
for implicit knowledge elements acting in chemistry, some of which may well turn out to link 
closely with diSessa’s p-prims (Taber & García Franco, 2010). 

Teaching and learning are complex processes, but Figure 6 presents a schematic of how scientific 
ideas becomes simplified, interpreted and moderated as they are represented in classroom 
teaching, and inform student learning. 

Implications for pedagogy and directions for research

There is scope for a lot more research into this topic. It is clear that students commonly develop 
alternative ideas about the submicroscopic models so central to chemistry, and that there are 
some strong commonalities in the alternative conceptions developed by many learners. It also 
seems clear that once students acquire something like the full shells explanatory principle, it 
readily stands in place of more scientific understanding, and impedes progression in learning. 
The is also a good case that the factors leading to students developing ‘octet framework thinking’ 
are not limited to a particular curriculum, language, or teaching style.

The available evidence should certainly lead to teachers questioning certain common teaching 
practices: introducing bonding as a dichotomy of two main types; drawing imaginary electron 
transfer events when teaching ionic bonding; relying on anthropomorphic language to describe 
bonding and other processes; and over-emphasising the octet rule would all seem to readily 
mislead students. Teaching bonding as primarily a matter of forces; emphasising how reactants 
(as well as products) tend to obey the octet rule; stressing that stability is always a relative 
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It seems that the teaching of chemical bonding is a topic that could be fruitful for researchers 
interested in teaching and teacher thinking, and – in particular – how knowledge is represented in 
curriculum and the classroom. Scientific knowledge is represented (i.e. necessarily as something 
rather different) in the formation of ‘target knowledge’ in the curriculum; and during the 
processes of classroom teaching, teachers then represent their own interpretations of that target 
knowledge in the decisions they make about level of treatment, concept sequencing, and 
selection of teaching models (including choices of teaching analogies). Perhaps ‘distortion’ is 
inevitable in these processes of simplification and re-representation, because of concerns about 
what students are ready to deal with, or limitations in teachers’ own subject knowledge or 
pedagogical content knowledge for example (see Figure 6). From the perspective of didactic 
transposition (Chevallard, 2007), it would be expected that ‘knowledge’ would itself change its 
form in different institutional settings: chemical knowledge in the school science classroom 
adopts a different niche to chemical knowledge in the research laboratory or the discourse of the 
professional community. So, for example, anthropomorphic and teleological forms of 
explanation that may be criticised in the context of the work of the research scientist expected to 
offer mechanistic explanations, may take on a different status among teachers more concerned 
with supporting student’s attempts at meaning-making. This is perhaps an under-researched 
theme in science education, and the present topic area might offer a fertile context for enquiries.

There is certainly scope for research to develop our understanding of student thinking:

• To what extent is the octet framework common across different 
educational contexts?

• Are there variations in the incidence of students developing specific 
aspects of the framework across contexts that might give clues to the 
how these ideas are acquired and reinforced?

• Can studies of different classrooms during the teaching of these topics 
relate students’ developing thinking to the use of teacher’s choices of 
different models, sequencing, language or emphasis? 

The exploration of the importance of implicit knowledge elements has had much less attention in 
chemistry than in physics, and there is much scope for characterising the particular intuitive 
knowledge elements that students seem to be using to interpret teaching, with potential perhaps 
to develop a much more fine-grained constructivist approach to teaching (Taber, 2008a): that is, 
knowledge of the available repertoire of primitive knowledge elements could inform the 
planning of instruction to take advantage of the way learners tend to implicitly understand the 
world.

The original interview study that was the first stage of the programme of research discussed here 
was undertaken with a necessarily modest number of informants questioned in some detail over a 
period of time, but the generality of some of the findings from that study have been tested out 
through survey-based techniques, showing how these different approaches are complementary in 
science education. The use of case studies provided some insight into the course of conceptual 
change in some individual learners. In particular, whilst the notion of learners having conceptual 
frameworks in science has been criticised in some quarters (Claxton, 1993; Kuiper, 1994), this 
certainly seemed an appropriate characterisation of the organisation of student knowledge in this 
topic (chemical bonding) in the 16-19 year old learners investigated (Taber, 1998). The nature 
and mechanisms of conceptual change have continued to be the subject of considerable 
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scholarship and diversity of view (Vosniadou, 2008), and it seems very likely that a full account 
of conceptual change in science learning will be nuanced, and somewhat complex. For example, 
the research reported here found examples both of students adopting hybrid models (Justi & 
Gilbert, 2000) when modifying existing understanding to accommodate somewhat disparate 
ideas, and major (somewhat ‘revolutionary’) shifts (Thagard, 1992) in the frameworks adopted 
in response to the slowly evolving ‘conceptual ecology’ (diSessa, 2002) in which the chemical 
concepts were embedded. However, this work began with students entering college, and there 
would be much value in beginning a longitudinal study earlier during secondary education, and 
possibly including microgenetic approaches (Opfer & Siegler, 2004) to exploring students’ 
thinking during periods when the topic is being studied in class. 

So there is much more work to be done. However, what seems very clear is that the outcome of 
current chemistry teaching for many students throughout the world seems to be the adoption of 
the core idea that the main driver for chemical processes is atoms ‘trying’ to fill their shells. That 
is scientifically dubious, and impedes progression in learning the subject, and so presents a 
serious challenge to chemistry educators.  
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